Abstract: Several criteria have been proposed for ranking blocked fractional factorial designs. For large fractional factorial designs, the most appropriate minimum aberration criterion was one proposed by Cheng and Wu (2002) . We justify this assertion and propose a novel construction method to overcome the computational challenge encountered in large fractional factorial designs. Tables of minimum aberration blocked designs are presented for N =128 runs and n=8-64 factors.
Introduction
Fractional factorial designs enable one to investigate many factors in an economical number of runs. In particular, for two-level factors, a regular fractional factorial design with n factors and N = 2 n−k runs can accommodate up to n = N − 1 factors for resolution III designs. For a resolution IV (V) design, up to N/2 (roughly N 1/2 ) factors may be included.
Small fractional factorial designs are often performed as completely randomized designs. However, the larger the run size N , the more useful running the experiment in blocks becomes. A larger design requires more experimental units and often more time, making it likely that heterogeneous conditions will be encountered before the experiment is finished. If a 16-run experiment can be performed in a single day, while a 128-run experiment requires 7 or 8 days, then the underlying random variability encountered in the larger experiment will almost surely be greater. For this larger experiment, randomizing treatment combinations to units without restrictions implies that the error variance will be greater, and so some of the precision purportedly gained by the large design is forfeited by encountering the larger error variance.
So what is the best practice when a large design is warranted to achieve the desired resolution? First, knowledge of the nature of the underlying variation in the experimental units affords a means of partitioning the runs into subsets that are more homogeneous within sets, and consequently less homogeneous between sets. Such knowledge is essential for blocking successfully. By confounding certain factorial effects with sets of units (i.e., blocks), we make the remaining contrasts orthogonal to blocks, and so shield their estimates from the extra variability between blocks. The resulting design achieves higher precision for effects that can be estimated using within-block differences. Second, if one has enough blocks, even the effects confounded with blocks can be estimated, albeit with lower precision than if the design were completely randomized. Thus, prior knowledge of which experimental units are likely to be similar is utilized to enhance the precision of some effect estimates, while this benefit is achieved by sacrificing the precision of other estimates. Fisher (1950) advocated such designs, not just for the increased precision for effects of interest, but also for the wider validity that an experiment with heterogeneous experimental units provides.
The preceding discussion is familiar to statisticians, but apparently not to practitioners, since relatively few fractional factorial designs are run as blocked designs. Blocking ought to be used more frequently. Which particular incomplete block designs should be utilized is the focus of this article. In the next section we review four criteria that statisticians have suggested, and, in the context of large blocked designs, provide arguments for one criterion proposed by Cheng and Wu (2002) .
Several papers address the construction of minimum aberration blocked designs. Sitter, Chen and Feder (1997) provide collections of minimum aberration blocked designs with all 8 and 16 runs, 32 runs up to 15 factors, 64 runs up to 9 factors, and 128 runs up to 9 factors. Chen and Cheng (1999) develop a theory to characterize minimum aberration blocked designs in terms of their blocked residual designs and give collections of minimum aberration blocked designs with all 8 and 16 runs, and 32 runs up to 20 factors. Cheng and Wu (2002) compare minimum aberration blocked designs with respect to different combined wordlength patterns for 8, 16, 32, 64 , and 128 runs up to 9 factors; they also provide collections of minimum aberration blocked designs with all 27 runs, and 81 runs up to 10 factors. Xu (2006) and Xu and Lau (2006) further develop some theory and construct minimum aberration blocked designs with all 32 runs, all 81 runs, and 64 runs up to 32 factors. However, minimum aberration blocked designs with 128 runs are not available in the literature because one has to compare a huge number of possible blocking schemes. Indeed, for each unblocked design, there are often more than a hundred million ways to arrange it into blocks. In Section 3 we discuss this computational challenge and present a novel method to efficiently reduce the blocking schemes to be considered when the number of blocks is larger than the number of runs per block. In Section 4 we present tables of minimum aberration blocked designs with 128 runs and 8-64 factors. We conclude by analyzing a blocked fractional factorial design, based on an experiment first reported by Young, Abraham and Whitney (1991) .
The Recommended Minimum Aberration Criterion
Suppose a regular 2 n−k fraction is to be conducted in 2 p blocks of size 2 n−k−p . Then the defining relation for this (1/2) k fraction will contain 2 k − 1 factorial effects, and (2 p − 1)2 k factorial effects will be confounded with blocks. For instance, for n = 9, k = 4, and p = 2, the defining relation for this 2 9−4 fraction will contain 15 interactions, and 48 factorial effects will be confounded with blocks. The length of the shortest word in the defining relation determines the resolution R of a completely randomized 2 n−k . For blocked designs, one may use Bisgaard's (1994) definition of min{R, r + 1} for the resolution, where r is the shortest length effect confounded with blocks. For instance, if a resolution IV 2 9−4 uses blocking that confounds two-factor interactions with blocks, then Bisgaard labels the design as resolution III.
The word length pattern of the defining relation wlp = (A 3 , A 4 , ..., A n ) is used to summarize the aberration of the fractional factorial. The minimum aberration criterion (Fries and Hunter 1980) chooses designs that minimize A 3 , A 4 , . . . in a sequential order. Similarly, it is useful to create a word length pattern for the (2 p − 1)2 k factorial effects confounded with blocks:
where A j.1 denotes the number of j-factor interactions confounded with blocks. Sun, Wu, and Chen (1997) declare a blocking scheme for a particular 2 n−k to be admissible if for that fractional factorial, the blocking word length pattern has minimum aberration. Sun, Wu, and Chen's (1997) admissibility criterion excludes certain blocked designs as inferior, but does not provide any means for comparing blocked designs involving nonisomorphic fractions. However, other authors have proposed combining wlp and wlp b into a single criterion to use in ranking blocked fractional factorial designs with different fractions. The following combined word length sequences have been suggested:
W SCF was proposed by Sitter, Chen and Feder (1997) . However, Chen and Cheng (1999) and Zhang and Park (2000) criticize this sequence for violating the principle of hierarchy. By placing A 4.1 before A 6 , the aliasing of a single four-factor interaction with blocks is penalized more than the aliasing among three-factor interactions (and the aliasing of four-factor interactions with twofactor interactions) that results from a length-six word. Chen and Cheng (1999) mention W 2 as an improvement over W SCF , but then argue for W CC based on an estimation capacity perspective. However, by combining A 3 and A 2.1 , W CC in effect overlooks the ambiguity length-three words cause for main effects, and simply focuses on the number of eligible two-factor interactions. For this reason, we do not consider W CC further. Neither do we consider the criteria proposed by Cheng and Tsai (2009, Section 3) , which depend on the assumption of no three-factor and higher-order interactions. Cheng and Wu (2002) advocated both W 1 and W 2 as viable criteria. By listing A 4 second, the W 1 sequence clearly weights the word length pattern for the fractional factorial design the most heavily. We will argue that this is generally reasonable.
To illustrate the difference between W 1 and W 2 , consider the case of nine factors in four blocks of size 8. The minimum aberration design 9-4.1 with generators F = ABCD, G = ABE, H = ACE, and J = ADE is optimal under the W 1 criterion if one blocks on AB and ACDE(= DH). As reported by Xu and Lau (2006, p. 4102) , the optimal design under the W 2 criterion is obtained by blocking a higher aberration design. Table 1 contrasts these two designs, showing main effects and two-factor interactions associated with the 31 columns in Yates order. W 1 favors the design on the left because it has smaller A 4 (6 vs. 9), while W 2 favors the design on the right because it only confounds 2 two-factor interactions with blocks, A 2.1 = 2 (vs. 4). However, this better confounding with blocks comes at a serious price, requiring an even resolution IV design with only (15 -1 =) 14 degrees of freedom for two-factor interactions, whereas the minimum aberration design provides (21 -2 =) 19 degrees of freedom for two-factor interactions, and even has eight clear two-factor interactions.
For resolution III and IV fractions, the choice between criteria W 1 and W 2 depends on whether A 4 or A 2.1 is deemed more critical; note that both pertain to the loss of information about twofactor interactions. For resolution V and VI fractions, the difference hinges on whether A 6 or A 3.1 is considered first, both of which concern three-factor interactions. If block effects are likely, while interactions among experimental factors are rare, then according to Cheng and Wu (2002) the W 2 sequence is reasonable, especially when follow-up experiments are expected, which will likely undo the worst aliasing among factorial effects.
For large fractional factorial designs, we argue for use of W 1 for the following three reasons. First and foremost, effects confounded with blocks can often be estimated. With eight or more blocks, one can usefully estimate effects confounded with blocks via inter-block contrasts, treating block effects as random. Thus, confounding with blocks does not preclude estimation; it simply lowers the precision. The real experiment analyzed in Section 5 is a good example. Thus confounding reflected in A 2.1 (and A 3.1 ) does not cause such confusion about active effects in the same way that A 4 > 0 does. On this basis alone, the W 1 criterion is more reasonable than the other three criteria listed above.
Second, in some experiments, block effects are not more likely than interactions. If blocks correspond, e.g., to different days, and not to conditions that are markedly different from block to block, then their effects may be negligible. The 2 5 experiment in four blocks by Hoang, Liauw, Allen, Fontan, and Lafuente (2004) typifies the situation where factor effects dominate. See also the potato yield experiment in Yates (1937) and the experiment by Young, Abraham and Whitney (1991) , which we analyze in Section 5. While some experiments coincide with the assumption that "Block effects are more likely to be significant than treatment effects," (see Cheng and Wu 2002) , for experiments where this is not the case, the loss of precision resulting from confounding with blocks can be negligible.
Finally, large experiments are less likely to require follow-up experiments, especially for high resolution fractions. Cheng and Wu (2002) point out that A 4 should be penalized less if follow-up experiments are likely, which will reduce or eliminate this aliasing. The counterpoint is also true, that if we choose a design based on W 1 rather than W 2 , a follow-up design may not be required. For instance, the W 1 optimal design in Table 1 , with less aliasing, is less likely to require a follow-up experiment than the W 2 optimal design. Even if there is to be a follow-up, surely the W 1 design is the preferred design. It has 19 degrees of freedom for two-factor interactions not confounded with blocks, five more than the W 2 optimal design.
For these reasons, we consider W 1 to be the most appropriate criterion proposed to date for ranking large blocked designs. While we contend that the W 1 criterion is generally preferred for fractional factorial designs with large N , there will be situations where block effects are expected to be so pronounced that no information can be gained regarding effects confounded with blocks. For these situations, one might consider both the W 1 and W 2 optimal designs, if they in fact differ, and choose the particular design that seems preferable. In the next section, we discuss the construction of the minimum aberration blocked designs for N = 128 according to the W 1 criterion.
Construction method
A regular 2 n−k design can be viewed as n columns of an N × (N − 1) matrix which consists of n − k independent columns and all possible interactions among them, where N = 2 n−k . To arrange it into 2 p blocks, one can choose p columns from the remaining columns as possible block generators. There are
ways to choose p columns. Some choices lead to improper blocking schemes where some main effects are confounded with block effects. Based on coding theory, Xu and Lau (2006) develop methods to quickly screen out improper blocking schemes and to efficiently compute the treatment and block wordlength patterns without using defining contrast subgroups and alias sets. They construct minimum aberration blocked designs with 32, 64 and 81 runs according to the W 1 , W 2 and W SCF criteria. Xu (2006) further develops some theory and constructs minimum aberration blocked designs according to the W CC criterion.
However, for N = 128 runs, the computation becomes cumbersome. For example, to arrange a 2 20−13 design into 2 5 = 32 blocks, there are 107 5
= 106, 308, 566 possible blocking schemes to be considered. This heavy burden makes it impractical to search for minimum aberration blocked designs with large N .
Here we propose an alternative construction method. Instead of choosing block generators, we consider how to partition a design into blocks directly. We present a method that works for two-level and multi-level blocked designs. Some backgrounds and notation are in order.
For a prime power s, let GF (s) be the finite field of s elements. Let V n be the n-dimensional row vector space over GF (s), i.e., V n = {(v 1 , . . . , v n ) : v i ∈ GF (s) for i = 1, . . . n}. A regular s n−k design is specified by an (n − k) × n matrix T such that T has full row rank. The design, a linear space over GF (s), consists of all possible linear combinations of the rows of T .
To arrange a regular s n−k design into s p blocks of size s q (with q = n − k − p), one can choose an (n − k) × p matrix B such that B has full column rank. Then a typical block of the design consists of all level combinations of the form uT , with u ∈ V n−k and uB = v where v is any fixed vector in V p . Different blocks correspond to different choices of v. Since B has full column rank p, there are s p choices of v, leading to a division of the s n−k level combinations into s p blocks. The design is said to be properly partitioned into s p blocks if no main effect is confounded with any of the block effects.
Let L p = (s p −1)/(s−1). Suppose that the columns of B are b 1 , . . . , b p . Let F be the (n−k)×L p matrix whose columns are λ 1 b 1 + . . . + λ p b p , where λ i ∈ GF (s), at least one λ i = 0 and the first nonzero λ i is 1.
The columns of T and F can be viewed as points of P G(n − k − 1, s), the projective geometry of dimension n − k − 1 over GF (s). In the terminology of projective geometry, F is a (p − 1)-flat in P G(n − k − 1, s). It is known that a regular s n−k design can be properly partitioned into s p blocks if and only if T and F are disjoint; see Chen and Cheng (1999) and Mukerjee and Wu (1999) . To avoid introducing new notation, we use T and F as both matrices and subsets of P G(n − k − 1, s). The meaning should be clear from the context.
Our main result is presented in the following theorem, which generalizes Theorem 4 of Xu (2006) that deals with the special case q = 1. Theorem 1. A regular s n−k design D can be properly partitioned into s p blocks of size s q (with q = n − k − p) if and only if there exists a q × n submatrix V of D such that V has full row rank and every column of V is not a null vector.
Proof. If D can be properly partitioned into s p blocks, following the previous discussion, T and F are disjoint subsets of P G(n − k − 1, s). Without loss of generality, assuming F = E 0 , where E is a p × L p matrix spanned by all points of P G(p − 1, s) and 0 is a q × L p matrix of 0's. Further let T = U V , where U is a p × n matrix and V is a q × n matrix. It is evident that V has full row rank because T has full row rank. Furthermore, because E consists of all points of P G(p − 1, s) and T and F are disjoint, every column of V must be non-null. This proves the necessity.
On the other hand, suppose there exists a q × n matrix V satisfying both conditions. There exists another a p × n submatrix U of D such that T = U V have full row rank p + q = n − k and T generates the design D. Let F = E 0 , where E is a p × L p matrix spanned by all points of P G(p−1, s) and 0 is a q ×L p matrix of 0's. Clearly T and F are disjoint subsets of P G(n−k −1, s); therefore, T and F properly defines a blocked design. This proves the sufficiency.
Theorem 1 is the most useful when q is small. Constructing a blocked design is equivalent to finding a matrix V satisfying both conditions. Given an unblocked 2 n−k design, we can choose q rows from the N − 1 nonzero rows to form a matrix V and check whether both conditions are satisfied. There are
choices. This number is much smaller than N −1−n p when q < p. For example, to arrange a 2 20−13 design into 2 5 = 32 blocks, we need to consider 127 2 = 8, 001 possible choices of V , instead of more than 100 million ways of choosing five block generators.
When q = 1, V is a row vector. Theorem 1 implies that a regular 2 n−k design can be partitioned into 2 n−k−1 blocks if and only if it consists of a row of n 1's, which is equivalent to the condition that the design is an even design. An even design contains entirely defining words of even length whereas an even/odd design has at least one defining word of odd length. An even design is also called a fold-over design and each block consists of a pair of mirror runs. This result was previously observed by Xu (2006) .
It is not difficult to see that all linear combinations of the q rows of V form a block, called the principal block, which is a group. Other blocks are cosets of the principal block. An example will make it clear.
Example 1. Consider blocking the minimum aberration 2 6−2 design defined by E = ABC and F = ABD. The design is explicitly given as the first six columns in Table 2 . Note that the last row does not contain any 0 (in the first six columns); therefore, it can be arranged into 8 blocks of size 2. Now consider arranging it into 4 blocks of size 4. It is easy to see that the matrix V consisting of rows 2 and 15 satisfies both conditions in Theorem 1. To determine the block generators, we need to examine the remaining nine columns in Table 2 . It is sufficient to look at rows 2 and 15. There are three columns (G, H and J) where both elements are zero at rows 2 and 15. These three columns, corresponding to AB, AC and BC, are the block columns. The principal block consists of rows 1, 2, 15 and 16. Rows 3, 4, 13 and 14 form block 2; rows 5, 6, 11 and 12 form block 3; and rows 7, 8, 9 and 10 form block 4. The minimum aberration blocking scheme with four blocks is defined by the matrix V consisting of rows 4 and 14. The principal block consists of row 1, 4, 14 and 15; and the block columns are G, N and O, corresponding to AB, ACD and BCD. Now we briefly describe the construction procedure for 128-run blocked designs. Given a 2 n−k design, to optimally arrange it into 2 p blocks of size 2 q , we evaluate all possible proper blocking schemes as follows. If p > q, we consider all possible q × n matrices V and check whether the conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied. For those V satisfying the conditions, we compute the block wordlength patterns and determine the minimum aberration blocking scheme. If p ≤ q, we adopt the Xu and Lau (2006) procedure by considering all possible choices of p block generators. For 128 runs we need to evaluate at most = 273, 819 blocking schemes depending whether or not p > q. This is a relatively easy task.
The minimum aberration blocked designs are determined by comparing both treatment and block wordlength patterns for all non-equivalent designs. Since the W 1 criterion minimizes A 3 and A 4 before A 2.1 , it often requires one to consider only the few resolution IV designs with the smallest A 4 values, the weak minimum aberration designs given by Block and Mee (2005) and Xu (2009) . This eases the computation.
The case with 64 blocks (p = 6, q = 1) needs special attention. Because only even designs can be arranged into 64 blocks, we need to determine minimum aberration even designs, which have minimum aberration among all possible even designs. Finding minimum aberration even designs turns out to be more difficult than finding minimum aberration designs. We use Xu's (2009) algorithm to find minimum aberration even designs from millions of resolution IV designs.
Although we consider only 128-run designs, the proposed method works for larger blocked designs such as 256 runs in principle. Given a regular 256-run design, the proposed method can be used to find the minimum aberration blocking scheme quickly. However, the challenge for 256 runs is the construction of minimum aberration unblocked designs. For example, Xu (2009) reports only minimum aberration designs up to 28 factors for 256 runs due to the difficulty of dealing with millions of resolution IV designs with a personal computer. Table 3 gives the minimum aberration blocking schemes with 128 runs according to the W 1 criterion for n = 8, . . ., 64. The first column is the unblocked design identification. Most designs are labeled as n-k.i, where i is the rank under the minimum aberration criterion. For n =41-44, and 50, the minimum aberration designs are not unique and they are labeled as 1a, 1b or 1c. For n=10-40, some designs are labeled as 1e and these designs have minimum aberration among all even designs. The second column is the number of blocks and the third column gives block generators in terms of the Yates order. The last two columns are the A 2.1 and A 3.1 values.
Minimum aberration blocking schemes
The unblocked minimum aberration designs are used except for the following cases:
• in 64 blocks of size 2, for n = 10, . . . , 40: an even resolution IV design is used, not the minimum aberration designs, since otherwise the blocks would confound a main effect.
• in various 4-32 blocks, for n =12, 13, 17, 18, 21, 23, 35, a weak minimum aberration design is used.
• in 16 or 32 blocks, for n = 8: the resolution VII design is used.
• in 32 blocks of size 4, for n = 25, 28, 29: the design with second lowest A 4 is used.
In the remaining cases, the minimum aberration design provides the fractional factorial that is optimal for blocking according to the W 1 criterion. For n = 41 three minimum aberration designs are used and for n = 50 two minimum aberration designs are used. Tables 4 and 5 list the minimum aberration designs for 8 ≤ n ≤ 40 and 41 ≤ n ≤ 64, respectively, which are adopted from Xu (2009 ,  Table 11 ) and Block and Mee (2005, Table 4 ). Table 6 gives the minimum aberration even designs for n = 10, . . . , 40 and Table 7 lists 12 additional designs used in Table 3 .
Example 2. Consider choosing 2 12−5 designs in 8 blocks. Table 3 suggests that we shall choose the minimum aberration design 12-5.1, whose treatment generators given in Table 4 are columns 31, 103, 43, 85 and 121. Label the 12 treatment columns as X 1 , . . . , X 12 , where the first seven columns are independent and correspond to columns 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64. Then the remaining treatment columns are
• X 8 = X 1 * X 2 * X 3 * X 4 * X 5 (column 31, because 31 = 2 0 + 2 1 + 2 2 + 2 3 + 2 4 )
• X 9 = X 1 * X 2 * X 3 * X 6 * X 7 (column 103, because 103 = 2 0 + 2 1 + 2 2 + 2 5 + 2 6 )
• X 10 = X 1 * X 2 * X 4 * X 6 (column 43, because 43 = 2 0 + 2 1 + 2 3 + 2 5 )
• X 11 = X 1 * X 3 * X 5 * X 7 (column 85, because 85 = 2 0 + 2 2 + 2 4 + 2 6 )
• X 12 = X 1 * X 4 * X 5 * X 6 * X 7 (column 121, because 121 = 2 0 + 2 3 + 2 4 + 2 5 + 2 6 )
There are one word of length four (A 4 = 1) and eight words of length five (A 5 = 8). The three block generators given in Table 3 are columns 7, 49 and 91, which correspond to
• X 1 * X 2 * X 3 (column 7, because 7 = 2 0 + 2 1 + 2 2 )
• X 1 * X 5 * X 6 (column 49, because 49 = 2 0 + 2 4 + 2 5 )
• X 1 * X 2 * X 4 * X 5 * X 7 (column 91, because 91 = 2 0 + 2 1 + 2 3 + 2 4 + 2 6 ) For this blocking scheme, none of two-factor interactions are confounded with block effects (A 2.1 = 0) and 16 three-factor interactions are confounded with block effects (A 3.1 = 16).
Analysis of blocked designs
Young, Abraham, and Whitney (1991) provide an excellent example of a fractional factorial experiment that benefitted from being conducted in blocks. Crankshafts are produced using an iron casting process, and reducing hardness variability was the primary objective of this experiment. Further objectives involved increasing line speed and achieving new specifications for pearlite percentage. In order to study within-run variability, all six crankshafts from each of several molds were selected, and each crankshaft was measured in two locations. Their article does not provide the actual data for any of the responses, but effect estimates are reported for mean Brinell hardness. We construct response values to coincide with these estimates. Young et al. (1991) utilized the minimum aberration 2 9−4 fractional factorial design for their nine factor experiment. To match Design 9-4.1 in Table 1 , label the factors as A (Silicon), B (Carbon), C (Manganese), D (Tin), E (Copper), F (Line Speed), G (Compactibility), H (Chrome), and J (Temperature). The low and high levels for Line Speed were current speed and a 20% increase in speed, respectively; the other factors' levels were not reported in the article.
Rather than using four blocks as in Table 1 , Young et al. used eight blocks. Each block consisted of four runs performed in an 8-hour shift. To ensure that the experiment contained a broad representation of operating conditions, the eight shifts for the experiment were spread over a two month period. In particular, between these shifts the clay levels in the sand and the batches of scrap metal used changed. By blocking on Column 5 in addition to Columns 3 and 29, the W 1 optimal block design for eight blocks is obtained. In addition to the three columns used to generate blocks, Columns 6, 24, 27, and 30 are confounded with blocks. Thus, A 2.1 = 12 (refer to Table  1 ). The rows, arranged by blocks, are shown in Table 8 , together with our reconstituted data for Brinell hardness. Young et al. (1991) analyze the data by constructing a single normal quantile plot. However, when there are at least eight blocks, we recommend constructing two separate normal probability plots of estimates, one for effects confounded with blocks, and a second for effects orthogonal to blocks. Table 9 partitions the estimates in this way; within each partition, we sort them by magnitude to facilitate the computation of Lenth's pseudo standard error (PSE). This analysis is equivalent to the standard analysis for unreplicated split-plot designs, where separate normal plots are used for whole-plot and split-plot estimates; see Bisgaard, Fuller and Barrios (1996) .
Note that the PSE is larger for effects confounded with blocks (24 versus 18). This is typical, as any between-block variation will decrease the precision of estimates confounded with blocks. Ye and Hamada (2001) provide critical values for Lenth t statistics for m = 2 p − 1 = 7, 15, 31, ... contrasts, while Loeppky and Sitter (2002) add critical values for m = 2 k − 2 p . These critical values were obtained by simulating the null distribution of Lenth t statistics. The p-values in Table  9 were obtained via simulation as described in Edwards and Mee (2008) . Three main effects are statistically significant. According to these estimates, the desirable lower hardness was achieved by decreasing Manganese and adding Copper or Silicon. The fourth largest estimate corresponds to a pair of aliased interactions confounded with blocks. This estimate is not exceptionally large, given the magnitude of the other estimates confounded with blocks. Figure 1 shows two separate normal probability plots, one for effects orthogonal to blocks and the other for effects confounded with blocks. Three main effects are identified as significant from the first plot. In the second plot, all points are close to a straight line, suggesting that none of the effects confounded with blocks appears to be large. The results are consistent with the Lenth method reported in Table 9 . Young et al. (1991) state that three factors were restricted in randomization, so that their levels were changed only once per day between the second and third run of each shift. This creates a split-plot structure, resulting in the need to partition the 24 estimates that are orthogonal to blocks into two lists: eight whole-plot contrasts and 16 split-plot contrasts. If the three whole-plot factors were A, B, and C (as the article intimates and the arrangement of rows in Table 8 suggests), then the whole-plot contrasts are these three factors plus DF , EF , F G, F H, and J. (Note that due to the blocking, a fourth factor is inadvertently constrained to switch levels only once per day.) If a PSE is calculated from these eight estimates, one obtains PSE = 13.88. Since this whole-plot PSE is smaller than the PSE for all 24 effects orthogonal to blocks, the whole-plot restriction to run order does not appear to have affected the results. Thus, we ignored that feature in our earlier analysis.
Here we have treated block effects as randomly distributed, in order to estimate effects confounded with blocks. For this foundry experiment, blocks represented a sampling of shifts spread out over time. Thus, treating blocks as a random effect seems appropriate. If any of the interactions confounded with blocks did have a large effect, this design provides opportunity to see that effect. However, no interactions appear to be active.
If a randomized block design contains four or fewer blocks, there is no point in constructing two separate normal effects plots or computing Lenth's PSE for the confounded effects. In such cases, there is no effective test for effects confounded with blocks, since there is too little information to estimate the block-to-block variability. According to Loeppky and Sitter (2002) , it is best to exclude the few estimates confounded with blocks from the PSE calculation. That is the conservative approach. However, if block effects are expected to be negligible, some statisticians will interpret all the estimates using a single normal plot and a single PSE. If this is attempted, one must remain cognizant that the confounding can potentially inflate the PSE and/or make an effect confounded with blocks appear active when the true coefficient is negligible. 
